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Winter Vacation Homework, GRADE -V 
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A English   

1.  Write a story on ‘Aliens on Earth’.                                                                                                                                       

2. Write an essay on ‘Environment of my Village/ City’.                                                                                                  

3. Write a poem on ‘Beautiful Kids'Park’.                                                                                                                                                                  

4. Write two paragraphs about the interesting things that you do during 

vacation.                                                                                                                                 

5. If you have a TV at home, watch one good programme and write three 

paragraphs about it.                                                                                                                         

6. Collect ten new words from your dictionary which are useful in daily life 

and make a sentence using each word.                                                                                                                                                                                          

 

English Circle 

1) Write a letter to your friend suggesting how he or she should utilize 

winter vacation.. 

2) Write an essay on "My School's Parents Day" 

 

Science :  

Complete the project work given in class. 

Do all exercise form solar system. And make the diagram of different phases 

of moon and solar system in A4 size paper. 

Complete all the remaining exercise of all chapter which are taught up now. 

 

Social Studies 
1. Draw a map of Nepal and so your region. 

 2. Draw the Logo of SAARC and UNO. 

3. Complete the project work given in class. 

 

Mathematics 

1. Construct 30,60, 120, 90, 120, 150, and 165 degrees with the help of 

compass. 

2) Every day, solve the at least 10 questions from the taught chapters. 

3) Prepare the project work from the text book according to the third terms 

chapters. 

 

Computer  

1. Read all the chapters taught after Second Terminal Examinations. 

 

WE AND THE WORLD 

1. Learn the lessons which are taught after the second term. 

2. Everyday practice meditation at least 10 minutes. 

3. Help your parents, elders as a good child.  

4. Go to local temples and pray or participate in Bhajans in your  local 

Sathya Sai Centers.            

5. Contribute one hour of the day for good things and write a paper what you 

did. 

         

HPE 

Envirormental sanitation plays very significant role to contorl communicable 

diseeses. Still most of the people are unaware about it. Present your view 

discussing with the villagers. 

 

English II 

Homework has been placed in the messenger group. Please do the homework 

as mandatory. 

 


